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Chapter: 735
“Mr. Smith, you are here.”
Yu Qing saw Smith coming down from the Porsche Cayenne, and hurriedly
walked over to say hello.
Smith nodded and said, “That Huang…Is Chairman Lin here?”
Yu Qing said: “Dong Lin is already on the way, he will be there soon.”
There was some coldness in Smith’s eyes, and he nodded and said: “Very
well, then I will go up and wait for him first, I hope he won’t back down this
time!”
What he said was a bit meaningful. Yu Qing had an unpleasant premonition
inexplicably, but she didn’t ask too deeply. She looked back and think about
it. Now Smith already knows that Lin Ziming is the chairman of Ziqiong
Media. No matter how courageous you are, you dare not fight against Lin
Ziming.
“By the way, where’s Miss Ning Yuning?” Smith looked around, and asked
strangely, without seeing Ning Yuning’s figure.
Yu Qing said, “Miss Ning has already been waiting in the box.”
“Okay.” Smith nodded, and went up with Connor.
After they went up, they saw that Ning Yuning was already in the box.
Connor saw Ning Yuning, and his eyes lit up, revealing squinted eyes.
Connor is a white man, but he has always had a soft spot for Eastern women.
This time he came to China and he played with many Chinese women. But
he has never played with such a beautiful woman before, let alone play, he
hasn’t even watched it!
So he immediately coveted Ning Yuning now, staring at Ning Yuning
unabashedly.
Ning Yuning noticed his presumptuous eyes and couldn’t help but frown,
feeling particularly uncomfortable in her heart. But the other party was
someone who Smith had brought, and she was not easy to show her face.
Fortunately, she was not in the box herself, and there were two other people
in the box, relatively panicked.
“Mr. Smith, hello.” Ning Yu greeted generously.
This box is very large, and Smith should have booked it. In order to impress
Smith, Ning Yuning was responsible for these remarks.
Smith also liked Ning Yuning’s beauty. He said, “Ms. Ning Yuning, you are
very beautiful. You are the most beautiful of all the oriental women I have
ever seen. I don’t know if you have come here to develop. Ideas? I can
recommend you.”
Ordinary female celebrities are already too excited to hear that they can go
to Haolaiwu to develop. However, Ning Yuning remained calm, just smiled
and said, “Thank you Mr. Smith for your kindness. I don’t have any
intention of leaving China now.”
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A trace of irritation flashed in Smith’s eyes. This Ning Yuning was so
arrogant that he dared to refuse his invitation!
Connor’s gaze was still staring at Ning Yuning, his eyes full of
aggressiveness, making Ning Yuning extremely uncomfortable. She said:
“Mr. Smith, this one next to you is your bodyguard, I wonder if you can let
him He shouldn’t look at me all the time, it makes me feel uncomfortable.”
Ning Yuning speaks English, and she feels that what she has said is
sufficiently euphemistic. As long as she is a little educated, she will feel
embarrassed. However, Connor laughed and said directly: “The little star of
China, you make a price and stay with me tonight, how about?”
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